
With a quick turnaround from our November release, we’re proud to 
announce Jhonas Enroth as the latest member of our prospects rankings to 
join the class of Graduates. As is customary, we celebrate his progression by 
leaving him on the rankings in his usual #5 spot for one final month. Despite 
the rough and tumble end to November, he still has quite the solid skill set for a 
small goalie, so we’re excited for his future as a full-time NHL goaltender.

All eyes are certainly on the World Junior Championships, which take place 
starting December 26. That’s when I’ll be returning from Christmas vacation and 
gluing my eyes to prospects like Mark Visentin, Tyler Bunz, Sami Aittokallio, 
Andrey Makarov, Jack Campbell, John Gibson, Johan Gustafsson, and more!

The first ten days of December brought a few treats in terms of scouting 
prospects. I was able to get a real good look at the 10th overall prospect in 
Matt Hackett during a few games with the Wild, and then a few days later, it 
was Stars prospect Richard Bachman getting his first NHL start and win. Both 
goalies certainly impressed and legitimized their ranking in this month’s release.

Now that Antero Niittymaki is off the IR for the Sharks, I’ll be interested to 
see what the Sharks do with #9 ranked Thomas Greiss. Truly a full-time NHL 
backup, will they look to trade him, or maybe roll with three goalies for a while? 
Only time will tell, but #18 ranked Alex Stalock throws a major kink into the mix 
when he comes back from his serious leg laceration injury in the next month. 

The Flames joined the Wild as the other team to experience drastic changes 
in their goalie depth chart. This happened when Henrik Karlsson strained his 
MCL, thus pushing him onto the IR for 6-8 weeks and giving Leland Irving the 
chance of a lifetime, a chance he’s waited four years to earn with the Flames! 

All of this and so much more, including the arrival of a few draft-eligible 
goalies in the final release for 2011, so enjoy! I will be on vacation from 
December 20-26, but I’ll be covering the WJC’s upon my return!   ~ J. Goldman   
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RK GOALTENDER           NHL DRAFT      UPDATE                           LM      +/-

 1 JACOB MARKSTROM FLA 2008-31              1 0
              
         
 2 ANDERS LINDBACK NSH 2008-207                      2 0
   

 3 BRADEN HOLTBY  WAS 2008-93                           3 0
    

 4 ROBIN LEHNER  OTT 2009-46               4 0
    

 5 JHONAS ENROTH  BUF 2006-46            5 0

 6 ALEX SALAK  CHI Undrafted                    6 0

 7 JACK CAMPBELL  DAL 2010-11                    7 0

 8  EDDIE LACK  VAN Undrafted            8 0

 9 THOMAS GREISS  SJS  2004-94                   9 0

 
 10 MATT HACKETT  MIN 2009-77           10 0 

The last month hasn’t been too kind to Jacob. In San Antonio, he played five times from 11/10 to 
11/18 and went just 2-3 with a 3.60 GAA and .879 SP%. He was called back up to Florida and played 
one game for the Panthers, but was burned for five goals in a 5-1 loss to the Lightning on 11-28. 
Fortunately, his December has been much stronger, giving up just five goals in four AHL games. 

Anders finally earned his first start of the season on 11/28 in Edmonton, and after making 17 saves 
on 18 shots, skated away with the 2-1 win. He wasn’t tested on a steady basis, but he did keep the 
Predators in front by a goal until the final buzzer sounded. He would go on to stop 30 of 33 shots in 
two more games, one a relief effort in a 6-5 win over Vancouver, then a 3-2 loss vs. BUF on 12/3.     

Although it’s tough to nail down the exact reason why, Holtby is simply not playing at his best this 
year. He posted just a 2.43 GAA and .892 SP% in November, unfamiliar numbers for one of the finest 
prospects around. December has been better so far, as he’s 3-1-0 with a .920 SP% through 12/11. 
He need to turn on the jets this month if he wants to remain as the 3rd-best prospect, however. 

November was a total disaster for Lehner, as he went 0-6-1 with a 3.30 GAA and .900 SP%. Although 
it’s tough to say whether or not he played well on a struggling team, or gave up numerous leaky 
goals over those seven games, he did face 31.4 shots on average, so the stats should be better. He 
has bounced back in December a bit, going 2-2 with a 2.51 GAA and .922 SP% through 12/10.
 
With Enroth starting his 26th game at the end of November, this is his final appearance in the Top-
150 Prospects Rankings. He is now a Graduate. It has been a great start to the season, although he 
did struggle in spurts late in November. Nevertheless, he was 17-7-3 with a 2.55 GAA and .916 SP% 
in his young NHL career. Those are pretty stellar numbers for the smallest goalie in the league. 

Salak took until the week of Thanksgiving to really get going, as he went just 1-3-0 in his first 
six appearances in November. He went 2-1-0 to finish the month, ending with a 3.33 GAA and 
.889 SP% heading into December. Unfortunately, however, Salak was hurt against Lake Erie on 
December 2nd, and is out with a lower-body injury for an undetermined amount of time.    

Campbell, who is gearing up for another big showing in the 2012 World Junior Championships for 
Team USA later this month, spent a solid week working with Stars goalie coach Mike Valley to kick off 
December. From what I have learned, Jack looked very solid during Valley’s stay, and has continued 
to develop at a great pace. As such, I expect him to be one of the top goalies in the WJC’s.    

When Roberto Luongo went down with an undisclosed lower-body injury in November, Lack was 
recalled to Vancouver and was forced to go two weeks without playing any regulation hockey. The 
experience was meaningful, but it certainly built some rust up on his skates. He only played three 
games in November (1-2-0) for Chicago, then went 0-2-1 in four December games through 12/11.  

As of 12/10, Greiss was 4-4-0 with a 2.37 GAA and .918 SP%, fairly solid numbers considering 
how little he has played since 11/10 (three games). This is a significant month in terms of his short 
and long-term value, however, as Antero Niittymaki came off the IR on 12/12 and has reported to 
Worcester for a conditioning stint. Where Greiss goes when Niitty returns is a relative unknown.     

I suspected Matt would make his NHL debut in DEC., but I never expected him to play so well in his 
first two games. His efforts earned him the 2nd Star of the Week award from the NHL, well-deserved 
considering he defeated the San Jose Sharks in his NHL debut, then followed that up with another 
win over the Kings a few days later. Be sure to read my scouting report on Hackett for more info! 

http://www.thegoalieguild.com


RK GOALTENDER           NHL DRAFT       UPDATE                           LM      +/-

11 KEVIN POULIN  NYI 2008-126           12  1

12 MARTIN JONES  LAK Undrafted           13  1

13 MIKE MURPHY  CAR 2008-165           14  1

14 MARK DEKANICH  CBJ 2006-146           11 -3

15 CEDRICK DESJARDINS COL Undrafted           19  4

16 RICHARD BACHMAN DAL 2006-120           21  5 

17 JAKE ALLEN  STL 2008-34                     15 -2

18 ALEX STALOCK  SJS 2005-112                  16 -2

19 DUSTIN TOKARSKI TBL  2008-122                   18 -1

20 HENRIK KARLSSON CGY Undrafted           17 -3

21 BRAD THIESSEN  PIT Undrafted           20 -1

22 LELAND IRVING  CGY 2006-26           23  1

23 BEN SCRIVENS  TOR Undrafted            22 -1

24 DARCY KUEMPER  MIN 2009-161           28  4

25 BEN BISHOP  STL 2005-85            24 -1
 

26 JEREMY SMITH  NSH 2007-54            26  0

27 ANTON KHUDOBIN BOS 2004-206           25 -2

  
28 CHAD JOHNSON  NYR 2006-125           29  1 

29 MIKKO KOSKINEN  NYI 2009-31           27 -2

30 ANDERS NILSSON  NYI 2009-62           39  9

I expected Poulin to perform at a higher level in November compared to October, and he certainly 
did that by posting a 4-3 record with a 3.06 GAA and .897 SP%. But this is clearly not good enough 
for one of the top prospects in the AHL. Poulin allowed just four goals on 68 shots in two games to 
kick off December, which is good enough for a .941 SP% before he was recalled to the Islanders.   

After a wobbly October (3-5-0), Jones has steadily improved in November and continued to play 
strong to begin December. He went 4-2-0 with a 2.13 GAA and .939 SP% last month, and is now on 
a stretch where he is 5-0-1 in six games (from 11/18 to 12/11). Jones is 2-0-1 in December, despite 
allowing nine goals on 100 shots. He’s splitting time with Jeff Zatkoff, but clearly has elite upside.  
  
Murphy was overshadowed by Justin Peters in November when Peters was named the AHL Goalie 
of the Month. But that didn’t slow Mike down. His stat’s weren’t stellar (3-2-0 with a 2.84 GAA and 
.903 in six games), but he did earn a recall opportunity in early-December when Brian Boucher went 
down with an undisclosed injury. Murphy made his NHL debut and stopped both shots he faced.       

Nobody has experienced more frustration to begin the season than Dekanich. After nursing his high 
ankle sprain back to health through October and the first ten days of November, he was re-assigned 
to Springfield and was set to make his first start on Nov. 11. That’s when things took a turn for the 
worse, as he strained a groin in warmups and has been out of the lineup since then.     

Desjardins was a lifesaver for the Lake Erie Monsters in November, proving he’s one of the best 
goalies in the world currently not in the NHL. After losing his first two games for the month, he went 
4-0-1 and only gave up nine goals in the five games. He finished 4-2-1 with a 1.85 GAA and a .941 
SP% for the month. Despite losing his first two games in December, he stopped 61 of 65 shots.     

Bachman had a solid November, going 4-3-1 with a shutout, a 2.44 GAA and a .910 SP%. Regardless 
of the past month, however, it is his current recall stint with the Stars that is of utmost importance for 
his future value. During Kari Lehtonen’s injury, the 2-1 win in his first NHL start on 12/10 went a very 
long way in proving to the Stars brass that he could be the team’s full-time backup next season.
      
Jake held steady in the Top-15 for close to a full year. But now that he is just 1-7-1 with a 3.99 GAA 
and .884 SP% through 12/10, it is time to start reducing a bit of his long-term value. He’s clearly the 
backup to Ben Bishop right now, and he hasn’t won a game in over a month (11/11). It’s not easy to 
win when you hardly play, but if he expects to stay in the Top-25, he needs to get two points ASAP.

Stalock continues to slowly nurture his way back to health after a severed nerve in his left leg. There 
have been no recent updates on his progress, but the last update noted that he was taking shots 
in his pads, despite not having much feeling in his left foot. Expect him to be back in the lineup 
sometime in January, but consider that pure speculation until something concrete is published.    

I mentioned in last month’s release that a solid winning streak in November would be huge for his 
reputation since Dwayne Roloson is struggling, and it happened at the very tail end of the month. 
After going 2-3-0 in his first  five games, he strung four wins together from 11-25 through 12-3. He 
finished November with a 1.90 GAA and .924 SP% in eight games (5-3-0), including a shutout. 

I’ll be honest...I’m probably one of Karlsson’s biggest fans. I love his passion and how hard he works 
to stop the puck. That improvement has been very noticeable so far, but now that he’s on the IR for a 
few months with a sprained MCL, his 0-4-1 record, 3.48 GAA and .895 SP% has opened the door for 
Leland Irving to finally display his skills and prove he can be a solid backup for Miikka Kiprusoff.   

In my last update, Thiessen was riding a red-hot eight-game winning streak with a 9-2-0 record, a 
2.00 GAA and .921 SP% at the time. But the second half of November was the polar opposite in 
terms of progression, as Brad went 0-3-2 from 11/12 to 11/30. This weak streak opened the door for 
Scott Munroe to step in and start four of Wilkes-Barre/Scranton’s last six games (through 12/10).  

Patience is a virtue. Don’t believe me? Just ask Leland, who has waited years for the opportunity 
that was thrown into his lap when Henrik Karlsson sprained his MCL. Now backing up Kiprusoff in 
Calgary, Irving has a chance to prove he can handle the NHL, and handle coming off the bench to 
earn some points. He joined Calgary with a 15-7-0 record, a 2.30 GAA and .914 SP% in the AHL.     

Considering his first NHL recall included an eight-game stint that saw him go 2-4-1 with a .904 SP% 
and 2.96 GAA, I would say the last four weeks have been quite successful in terms of spending 
most of November with the Leafs. Reputation, exposure and confidence boosted, Scrivens returned 
to the Marlies and won two games in two nights (12/9 and 12/10) by making 52 saves on 54 shots.

Not only did Kuemper gain great exposure from his first AHL recall in early-December, but he was 
thrust into action and thrived as a result. Darcy responded similarly to Hackett, giving up just four 
goals on 134 shots and going 2-0-2 in four games. Both losses were in a shootout, but his play 
helped keep the Aeros in first place in the entire league. Through 12/11, he was 3-1-2 in the AHL.  

Although reclaiming the starting role in Peoria was a result of it essentially falling in his lap, you have 
to give credit to the way Ben has played lately. He wasn’t perfect by any means in November, but his 
5-3-0 record, 2.22 GAA and .929 SP% was exactly what the team need with Allen’s struggles. He’s 
just 2-2 with a 2.71 GAA so far in December, but at least he’s being a steady influence right now.

Jeremy’s value holds firm amidst the chaos and changes taking place since my last update. He went 
6-3-0 in November with a 2.54 GAA and .905 SP%, and now he’s 3-0-0 in December with a 2.35 
GAA (as of 12/11). Carrying the starter’s role, he continues to prove his durability and consistency.    
 
There’s no doubt in my mind that Khudobin could make a great NHL backup right now. He’s so 
athletic, dynamic, and balanced. But as long as Tuukka Rask is still with the Bruins, Khudobin will be 
stuck in the AHL. It doesn’t help when he goes 0-6-1 in seven games (from 11/18 to 12/10), either. 
As of 12/11, Johnson was 8-4-2 with a 2.49 GAA and .913 SP% with the Whale. Splitting time with 
Cam Talbot, it has been a true test of mental toughness so far this season. He has just one loss in 
his last six starts and has only allowed eight goals on 112 shots through four games in December.        

Since Mikko was loaned to KalPa (SM-liiga), he has been on a crazy tear, posting a 1.24 GAA and 
.948 SP% in eight games (as of 12/11). With that type of play, expect a great learning experience to 
pay off in the post-season, then again next season when he inevitably returns to North America.        
Despite not winning a game since returning to Bridgeport (0-3-1), Nilsson’s rise into the Top-30 
is well-deserved. Now that Koskinen is back in Finland, and with Poulin riding the pine with the 
Islanders for a solid 10 days, Nilsson is now establishing himself as an AHL workhorse and starter.
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